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REPORT NO. 203

ACCELERATIONS ~’ FLIGHT’
By J. E. DOOLITTLE

INTRODUCTION

This work on acceIerometry was done at MC Cook Field in March, 1924, for the purpose
of continuing the work done by other investigators and obtaining the accelerations -which occur
when a modern high-speed pursuit. airplane is subjected to the more common maaeu~ers. The
results are presented in this form for publication as a technical report of the A’ational Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics.

The airplane used was the Fokker P ‘F-7’. (See figs. A, B, and C’.) The airplane mounts
the Curtiss D–1.%’enbtie, and aIl control surfacee are balanced as shown in Fi~re B. This
airplane has the following characteristics:

FIG. B .—Fokkw PIT-7 pursnit airplane

Total ~eight, as flown---- .__---_ -_-------------_ ----_ -------_ -(Approx.) 3,200 pounds.
Engine power- _--_ -_____ ------_____ -------__ --_------_ ---_---&O at 2,1OCIR. P. M.
High speed at ~ound--- _-----_ ----. _------_ -___ ------_ .------l56 M. P. H.
The wings are internally braced.

The accelerometer used is sirdar to the one designed by Mr. F. H. Norton for the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, and ~as built by the Emerson Instrument Co. The
hTational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics accelerometer designed by Mr. NTorton is dewribed
in Technical Report No. 100.
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The instrument was calibrated by attaching it to the flywheel of a steam engine capable
of maintaining constant speed for a given throttle setting. The details of the calibration are
given in the body of the report.

The accelerometer was placed at the c. g. of the airplane and was so oriented that the
accelerations recorded were those perpendicular to the plane of the -wings,

The accelerations were taken for the following maneuvers:
Loops at various air speeds.
Single and multiple barrel rolls.
Power spirals.
Tail spins, power on and off.
Half loop and half roll, and “ Immelrnan turn.’
Inverted flight.
Pulling out of a dive at various air speeds.
Flying the airplane level and straight with a considerable angle of bank,
l?lying in “bumpy air.”

—

!8 e

~ . .—

FIG. C.—Fo!&er PTY-7 pursuit airplane

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

The accelerations in suddenly pulling out of a dive are greater than those due to any
maneuver started at the same speed.

The accelerations obtained in suddenly pulling out of a dive with a modern high-speed
pursuit airplane equipped with well-balanced elevators are shown to be within 3 or 4 per cent
of the theoretically possible accelerations. HOW close this agreement would be in the case of
a similar airplane equipped with unbalanced elevators would be determined by additional
experiments.

Accelerations due to flying the airpkme in average ‘(rough air” do not exceed 2.5 g.
The maximum acceleration w-hich a piIot can withstand depends upon the length of time

the acceleration is continued. It is shown that the pilot experie~ces no difficulty under the
instantaneous accelerations as high as 7.8 g., but that under accelerations in excms of 4.5 g,,
continued for several seconds, the pilot quickly loses his faculties. While this is disconcerting
to the pilot, it is not necessarily dangerous for one in good physical condition unless continued
for a period of 10 to 12 seconds.

REFERENCES

British R. & M. NOS. 376 and 469.
N. A, C. A. Reports Nos. 99 and 100.
N. A. C, A. Technical Note No. 3.
Bureau of Aeronautics, U. S. N., Technical Note No. 39.
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CALIBRATION OF THE INSTRUMENT

The accelerometer was calibrated by securing it to the flywheel of a steam engine, which
gave substantially constant speed for a given throttle setting. Since the wheel revolved in a
vertical plane, the in@rument traced out-a sine cuive of amplitude 2 g. Three runs were made
with the instrument in the position to give positive accelerations, and one with the instrutnent
inverted, to give negative accelerations, Eight points on the calibration curve were obfiained
from those runs. Three additional points were obtained by removing the instrument from the
wheel and holding it erect, on its side, and inverted, corresponding to 1 g., Og., and – 1 g. (See
figs. 1 to 5.)

~~7?

The expression F= — was used ingR
~?,

referred to as A; hence A = —Rwhere
fl

V= 27rRilT.

calculating the accelerations. The ratio F/T? is

R= The distance of the accelerometer spring from the center of the shaft of the wheel in
feet.

g= Acceleration due to gravity, or 32.2 ft./sec./see. .
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The following table gives the -ralues obtained:

ACCELEROMETER ERECT

ACCELEROMETER INVERTED

I
2.% ! 5LO! 0.85

I
–2. 65 –1.7 —3.7 ;

The acmxacy of the measurements dfd not worrant ~tigth6r eWRmydwwt Mthe~ez&tO .1.

‘ft should be noted t~afi the reference he ~ he ~ecord~ of &e fit.r~ent, + not ~~ (),

but corresponds to – 0.75 g.
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FIG. E.—Calibmtion curve for N-orton aeeekrometer No. 100

The caIibra.tion curve was found to be a practically straight line. (See fig. 13.) The dis-
continuity in the curve is due to the fact that the hairspring which takes the play out of the
mirror is unable to perform its fumkion under n~oative accelerations.

310U~TR/G OF THE ENS!l?RUTIENT

Considerable difficulty was encountered in desintig a suitable mounting for the instru-
ment, but it was found that exceIlerk results could be obtained by supporting it on rubber
sponges. The instrument was carried in a box which allowed a clearance of about three-
quarters of an inch on all sides. Four sponges were placed under the instrument, with two
on top. This mounting absorbed all ~bration except when the airplane was held in a power
spin and a tight spiral with power. In the case of the spin, the amplitude appears to be de-
pendent upon the engine speed, whiIe the “period is probably dependent upon the airplane
itself. The principal cause of the vibration in this maneuver appears to have been propeller
flutter. In the case of the power spiral, the fact that the acceleration is fairly large and of
considerable duration caused the sponges to be compressed, thus decreasing their elast.icity
and allovring the effect of the vibration on the records to be much more marked.

.-—

—

.—
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CALIBRATION OF THE AIR-SPEED INDICATOR

The air-speed indicator On the airplane was calibrated by-flying-speed courses at the
ground. The follo-wing table gives the results of this calibration:

Indicated
air speed

M. P. H.
56

%
so

1%
110
m
130
140

1

150
160

M. P. H.
57.0
66.3
76.0
S5. 6
95.3.

105.0
114.5
IZ4.o
133.6
143.3
153.0
1625

The air speeds
giving accelerations

mentioned in the f ollo-iving discussion, with the exception of the results
in pulling out of a dive, are the _values read from the air-speed indicator.

ACCELERATIONS IN DI.EFERENTTYPES OF LOOPS z

Figure 6 is the record for a loop in which the speed at, the start ‘was 160 M. P. H. The stick
was pulled back very gently and the airplane was allowed to climb to the top of the loop. Tho
speed at the top was 60 M. P. H., increasing to 120 M. P. Hi in recovery. The mceleration was
almost constant at- a value of 2 ~. until the airplane was practically on its back, then fdl off to
0.5 g., rising to a maximum value of 2,7 g, in pulling out of the dive upon completion of the loop.
(The irregular part of the record during recovery is probably due to th~ fact that- the airplane
passed through the propeller wash.) Considerable altitude was gained ii making this loop.

. ..__ T

Figure 7 is the record for a loop, started at a speed of 160 M, P. H:, in which the stick was
pulled back more rapidly than in the first one and the first quarter of the loop was of much
shorter radius. The speed decreased to 60 M. P. H. at the top, increasing to-120 M. P. H. in
pulling out. The maximum acceleration in starting into the loop was 3.4 g. This decreased to
1.2 g, at the top a~d increased to a maximum of 3.3 g. in pulling out of the dive. Had the air-
plane been held on its back a little longer at the top (which the pilot could have done by pushing
for-ward on the stick) it would have been a practically circular loop, with no gain or loss of alti-
tude.

Figure 8 is the record for a loop, started at 160 M. P. H. in which the stick was pulled back
quickly, the airplane being allowed to fly itself over. The speed decreased to 50 M. P, H. at the
top, increasing to 110 M. P. H. in recovering. The acceleration reached a value of 6.1 g. ~ery
quickly, then fell to–a value of 1 g. at the top. The record shows that the recovery was very

—
~Allthe following tests were carried out during the pilot’s first Eight in the airplane, and represent loads that might be imposed by an Inex-

perienced pilot rather than those normally imposed by one with considerable experience in slying the airplane. The pilots of the First Pursuit

Group, United States Army Air Service, contend that a modern pursuit airplane should be capable of withstanding qufck recoveryfrom long dives.
The arxeIerations obtained in recovery from dives at different air speqd serve as an indication of the load factors for wh ieh tbe modem pumuit ah.
plape must be designed
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poorly made in thk case, the acceleration increasing by jumps to a maximum of 3.1 g. Altitude
was lost in making this loop.

Fiige 9 is the record for a loop started at 120 M. P. H. The speed fell to 30 M. P. H. at
the top and rose to 105 M. P. Il. in puIling out. The maximum acceleration at the start was
2.1 g; tti feII to zero at the top, and rose to a maximum of 2.4 g. in pulling out.

Fiiure 10 is the record for the slowest loop thati the pilot was able to make. It was started
at 100 M. P. H. The speed fel..lto 30 M. P. II. at the top, and rose to 70 M. P. H. in pulling out.
The stick was pulled back gently but steadily in order to impose as small load as possible, but,
at the samo time, to get th% airplane on its back -with as little loss of speed as possible. The
maximum acceleration in startling was 1.5 g. This decreased to – 0.2 g. at the top, and increased
to a maximum of 2 g. in pulling out. Even though the speed of the airpkme at the top of the
loop was below the minimum required for level fight, there was no tendency for it to fail off on
one +v, and it was possible to complete a smooth loop.

The results of the different loops show- thai the loads which occur in this maneuver depend
upon how abruptly the piIot pulk back on the control stick when starting a loop at a~y given
speed. In the recover~~ from the upside down position afi the top of the loop, the pilot tends to
allow the airp~ane to dive farther than k necessary and then pulls out too abruptly. In case the
airplane stalls in the upside down position, the tendency to do this is even greater, because the
pilot is anxious to regain flying speed. Then, after regaining flying speed, he recovers as quickly
as possible in order to avoid unnecessary loss of altitude. This, of course, imposes greater loads
than are actuaIly necessary. The pilot attempted to guard against this condition, but it. shows
to some extent in the records.

The time required to complete a loop with this airphme was from 12 to 18 seconds, depending
upon the speed at which the loop was started and the diameter of the loop.

ACCELER~TIOiW IN SINGLE AND llL~~lPLE BARREL ROLLS

The exact manner of executing a barrel roll difters with each pilot and each type of airplane,
but in any case the airplane-must be brought rapidly to a large angle of attack while traveIing
at a comparatively high speed. The method used in these tests was as follows: The stick -was
pulled back and to the right, thus imparting a rolling moment at the same time thak the angle
of attack -was rapidly increasing. Right rudder was then applied, and almost immediatdy
thereafter the ailerons were crossed. .~e the ailerons are nok necessary for the execution
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of single and double barrel rolls, the maneuver is started with greater ease and rapidity by
using the ai~erons. The use of the ailerons in triple and quadruple rolls is almost essential.)

The cumulative effect is to cause autorotation about an axis coinciding approximately with
the original direction of the airplane. The longitudinal axis of the airplane is at a considerable
angle to this axis of rotation. The angular velocity of the roll depends upon the speed at which
the roll is started, The efl’ect of this is found in practice by the tendency of a high-speed air-
plane to continue rolling if thrown violently into the fist roll. It is easier to come out of each
succeeding roil on account of the decrease in forward velocity, which makes for a decrease in
the angular velocity of roll. The for-ward velocity finally decreases to a point where the air-
plane no longer continues to roll unless the airplane is allowed to dive more and more steeply to
maintain the proper speed. In this case the roll finally becomes a spin. In the case of a rel-
atively lo-iv-speed airplane this point is reached after the first roll, and in very low-powered air-
planes it is generally necessary to dive the airplane with power on to give the speed required for
the completion of one roll.

The aerodynamics of the roll and the spiu are essentially the same, and this similarity is
substantiated, in the records for multiple rolls, by the rapid failing off of the peak loads ~fter
the initial maximum and the tendency toward a constant load. In the following records the
momentary stoppages of the recording film make it impossible to determine accurately the time
required to complete any of the rolls. It appears, however, that a single roll requires about 5
seconds, a triple roll about 9 seconds, and a quadruple roll about 12 seconds, for completion.

Figure 11 is the record for a single roll executed gently, starting at a speed of 150 M. P. II.
The stick was pulled back slowly, as indicated by the slope of the curve. The airplane did not
whip over as it should, so the stick was pushed forward very slightly and then jerked back.
(The point of pushing forward on the control stick shows as a flat-spot about three-quarters of
the way up on the curve.) The airplane then whipped over and came out of the roll wiih a
forward speed of 100 M. P. H. The mmimum acceleration was 5.4 g,

Figure 12 is the record for a single roll executed somewhat more violently, starting at a
speed of 150 M. P. H. The stick was jerked back sharply, and the acceleration increased
rapidly to a maximum of 6.2 g, The speed at the end of the maneuver was 100 ~M.P. H. The
record shows that, after the roll was completed, the stick was pushed forward in order to bring
the airplane into a level position.

A double roll was made, but the instrument did not start. The maneuver was started at
150 JM. P. H. and the speed on coming out was 100 M. P. H. The airplane was nose down
slightly after completion of the two rolls,

F’igure 13 is the recorcl for a triple roll, started at 150 M. P. H. and finish at 100 M. ??. H.
The airplane was nose down about 10° after the completion of the third roll. The stick was
pulled back to bring the airplane level again. This is indicated by the small hump in the curve
at the right of the record. Each roll gives two points of rmmximum acceleration, the first one in
each case being greater than the second. The initial acceleration of 6.4 q, is the only one which
is dangerously large.

Figure 14 is the record for a quadruple roll, started ~t 160 M. P. H. The stick was pulled
back sharply and the acceleration increased very quickly to a value of 7.2 g. That the speed did
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not fall off as might be expected is indicated by the fact that the second, third, and fourth rolls
all gave practically the same acceleration. After the third roll, the airplane nosed down and
commenced to pick up speed. The record indicates the point at which the airplane was pulled
up and the fourth roll made. The angular velocity had decreased to such an extent that the
fourth roil was made with difficulty. The record indicates that the ttie required for the com-
p~etion of the first roll is the longest, due to the time lost in imparting to the airpla.ne the initial
angular velocity. The fourth roil is next in part of time required, and this due to the necessity

of pulling the airplane over, principally with the ailerons. The fine vertical lines in the figure
indicate momentary stoppages of the film-actuating mechanism, and as a result the record is
slightly crowded together at these points.

All rolls were made to the right, and the engine was left at full throttle.
This airplane does not roll easily at Iower speeds.

ACCELERATIONS IN POWER SPIRALS

Figure 15 is the record of accelerations in a power spiral. With the engine running at full ●

tlmottle the airplane was banked up to approximately 70°. At first the pilot rtttempted to hold
both speed and altitude constant, but. the radius of the turn was so Iarge that the acce~eration was
very small. The airplane was then pulled into a tighter turn, and the acceleration increased to
a maximum of 3.3 g. During the time that the airplane was held in a turn of approximately
constant radius, both the speed and the acceleration decreased. The speed dropped from 120
ta 70 M. P. H. and the accelerations from 3.3 g. to 1.9 g.

F~e 16 is the record of a power spiral of short radius. In starting this maneuver the nose
was allowed to drop until. a speed of 140 hf. P. H. was reached. The airplane was banked to
approximately 70°. It required some time for the pikt to establish steady conditions, but a
constant acceleration of 4.7 g. was finally obtained. After the steady condition was reached,
the pilot gradually began to lose his sight, and for a short time e~erything went black except for
an occasional “shooting star” similar to those seen when one is struck on the jaw. The pilot
appeared to retain all faculties except sight, and no difficulty was expe$eneed in righting the
airplane. Sight retmrned almost immediately when the acceleration was decreased to normal
by restoring the a~plane to a condition of steady level fright.

This maneuver -was repeated to give a check on these results. The airplane -was again pub
into a power spiral, banked to approximately 75°, at a constant airspeed of 140. M. P. H. This
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speed was maintained at that value by loss of altitude. The airplane -was pulled in as sharply
as possible in this case, and while the 10SSof sight did not appear to occur more quickly the in-
terval between normal sight and complete loss of it was apparently shorter. The airplane was
quickly righted after complete loss of sight. The acceleration in this case, as shown in Figure
17, varied from 5.5 g, to 5.3 y,, being more nearly constant than in the preceding case, where
less care was exercised in holding the speed, angle of bank, and stick force constant.

The effect of this maneuver on the pilot is not particularly uncomfortable. The sensation
is that of having a tight band around the foreheacl ancl a feeling that the- eyeballs am about a
half an

ACCELERATIONS IN MISCELL.4NEOUS MANEUVERS

Figure 18 is the record for a roll off the top of a loop. The maneuver was started as an ordi-
nary loop, except that one wing was allowed to drop slightly. At the top of the loop the wings
of the airplane were almost vertical. From this position it was leveled out by means of the
rudder and ailerons, and the airpkme proceeded in the_ direction opposite to that in which the
maneuver was started and at an altitude greater by the ‘diameter of the half looy. The speed at
the start was 150 M. P. H. and 50 m/h at the top of the loop. The maximum acceleration was
3.2 g., failing to O about-the time that the airplane regained its level position.

Figure 19 is the record for a maneuver that is umally called the true Imrnelman turn.
This maneuver is made by completing the first half of a true loop. From the upside down
position at the top of the loop the airplane is halfrolled to the upright level position, and flight
is continued in the direction opposite to that in which the maneuver was started. In this case, -
tbe speed at the start was 150 M. P. H., decreasing to 40 M. l?. II. just as the airplane came
back to its position of level flight. The maximum acceleration -was 4.4 g. The acceleration
decreased to I g. at the top of the loop, increased slightly as the airplane rolled over, then de-
creased to 0.5 g. as the airplane settled just before picking up its normal flying speed.

Figure 20 is the record for a vertical bank, started at 150 M.P.H. and finished at 90 M. P. H.
In executing this maneuver the airplane vw first rolled over to a position with the wings verticaI
and then pulled around as quickly, as possible without loss of altitude. The maximum accelera-
tion was 5.7 g. The latter part of the record is irregular and indicates that the recovery was
very poorly executed.

The first peak in Figure 21 is the acceleration due to starting a loop. At the top of the
loop the stick was held forward in order to keep the airplane on its back. In this position the
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stick -mm pushed forward twice, and the maximum negative accelerations recorded were – 1.3 g.
and – 1.2 g. The second positive peak is that due to reco~ery frcm the dive and getking the
airplane in normal position again. The curious part of inverted flying is that the acceleratiom
seem to be much larger than they really are and that they appear to be of much greater duration.

Figure 22 @ the record for a spin with &he engine throttled. The airplane was st+dled,
and it turned through approximately 180° before it fell ofl into the spin. The first verticaI line
on the record was made after one and a half hums had bee~ completed, the next after five more
turns, and the hi.st one after five more turns. The maximum acceleration was 2.6 g., after which
it became practically constant at a value of 2.1 g. The record indicates that the oscillations

which are sometimes found in accelerometer records of spins 3 are, in this pIane, damped’ out
after the second turn. This may b.e due in part to the manner, of going into the spin. The
airplane came oub of the spin v-cry easily and quickly. The record indicat~ a time interval
of something less than one second per turn in the spin.

Figure 23 is the record for a spin with fdl power. The spin was started by pubg the
airplane up until the nose was almost verticaI. It was then allowed to fall off into a right-hand
spin. The average acceleration Kas 2.3 g. The record indicates that there -was considerable
vibration during this maneuver, and it appears to ha~e been due to propelIer flutter. The
vibration did not appear in the wings. The number of turns made was not noted, but the spin
seemed to be faster than the one without power. The pilot attempted to stop the spin without
throtthng the engine, but the airplane did not respo~d readily. At this time the airplane was
too close to the ground to continue attempts at reco-very, so the engine was throttIed and the
airplane recovered at once. It is believed that ih.i.s airplane could be brought out of a spin
wihhouh throttling the engine, but that loss of altitude in so doing -ivouId be considerable.

.

Figure 24 is the record taken while flying the airplane in a practically straight level course
vdde banked up to approximately 60°. A steady acceleration of 0.5 g. was recorded. This
indicated that the effective lift given by the wings is 0.5X cos 60° = O.25, or appro-ximately
one-quarter the total weight of the airplane. The remainder of the lift is ,being given by the
side-fin area of the airpIane, which includes the fuseIa.ge, fin, rudder, chassis, etc.

—

ACCELERATIONS DUE TO FLYING IN ROTJGEIAIR

There are several conditions which go to make up the condition described by pilots as
‘c rough air.” The disturbance may be due to ccmv-ec~ion currents, to the eddying of the wind

sSee fig. 24, h’ational Advisory Committeafor .!eronauticsTeclmiral Report No. 93, “Accelerationsin Flight,” 19W
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over uneven terrain, one or both of which the pilot may encounter at altitudes as great as 6}000
feet above the surface of the ground, or to the eddying of the air in the plane betweeu two layers
of air traveling in different directions. This type of disturbance may be met at any altitude.
The effect on the airplane of flying into such disturbances depends upon how the airplane meets
the disturbance. If the airplane flies directly into an up current, there is a sudden increase

in lift and the pilot ~xperiences a bump that throws him into his seat more firmly. With a
dowa current the reverse is the case. If, however, the airplane encounters a rising or descending
current -with one wing only, the effect is to roll the airplane out of its ~evel position.

In order to obtain some records of the accelerations resulting frcm flying in rough air,
an accelerometer was mounted in a DH–~B airplane. This airplane }yas flown on cross-courit.ry

trips for a total of about 35 hours. No very severe.bumps were encountered, and the records
may be taken to indicate normal flying conditions.

l?igu.re 25 is a record taken whiIe flying over the level country near Winchester, lMd., at
an altitude of 2)000 feet. The record shows an absence of any disturbances.~

Figure 26 is a record taken over the same area OL another day, showing practically no dis-
turbances.

Figures 27 and 28 are records taken in flight ove~ the mountains between Washington and
Moundsville. The ridges were crossed at low altitudes, and the weather conditions may be

considered as average for this location. The accelerations obtained vary from small negative
values to almost 2 g.

Figure 29 is a r~cord taken while flying at 1,500 feet over the level country between lW.l-
mington and Philadelphia. The accelerations obtained vary from 2.29. to – 0.5 g., and the

. .
~These recmrds were made in December, 1923. The instrument had a different setting and tbe calibration curve given in fig. E dcas not apply.

.
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changes occur suddenly. It is probable that these accelerations are the result of the airplane’s
fly@ into c~n~ection c~rents.

No very severe atmospheric conditions, such as thunderstorms, were encountered on these
flights, and it is not possible to predict the accelerations that might be encountered under such
conditions. IrI generaI, accelerations set up as the result of bad atmospheric conditions seem
to the pilot to be much more severe than they really are. In maneuvers- the pilot knows about
what to expect and he is prepared for it, but -when he is thrown up against the safety belt or
down into the seat unexpectedly, he has the impression that conditions are worse than accel-
erometer measurements wouId indicate.

ACCELERATIONS IN PIJLLIh’GSUDDENLY OUT OF A DIVE

The maximum theoretical acceleration that can be given to an airplane can be calculated
as follows: The minimum speed at which the airplane can fly is

12t = Weight
“ “ K, ~aimun xArea Of tiCTSmlnlmum =

If the airplane is flying -at a speed higher than the minim~, the angle of attack wilI be
such that the value of lKYwill satisfy the ge~eral lift equation: If, while flying at any value of
V larger than the minimum: the angle of attack is instantly changed to that giving maximum ,
K.Y, the speed can not instantly change to T7~i.i~U~ and the result is that the lift on the wings
is no longer equal to the weight but is of a considerably larger value. The ratio of this larger
Iift to the weight of the airplane is the acceleration in terms of g and is

The maximum speed at which the airplane can trawl is its limiting speed in a vertical dive,
where the weight is equal to the drag of the airplane. Then the maximum theoretical accel-
eration which can be given to any airplane is

F _ ( ~maximmn)’

~ – (_Kminim.nJz

For the JN-~ (Curtiss) this is about 14. For high-speed racing airplanes it may be as
much as 25, and for the airplane used in mak@ the above tests, assumi>m a minimum speed of
57 hf. P. H. and a maximum of 250 M. P. H.l it is approximat-e~y 19. In other words, if the
airplane is diving at limiti~~ speed and the elevators are instantly pfled up to balance at the
angle of attack of maximum left, the wings must be able to support a load equaI to 19 times the
weight of the airplane if they are to bring the airplane out of the dive.

If the airplane can not be brought to the angle of attack of maximum lift instantly, the
acceleration will not be as great M the theoretical one. In order to geb a comparison bet~een
the theoretical and the actual accelerations when pulhng out of a dive at various air speeds,
this airplane was, as suddenly as possible, pulled out of a dive at airspeeds of 60, 70, 80, 90, 100,
110, 120, 130, 140, 150, and 160 L~. P. EL (indicated). These air speeds were reduced to true
speecls for the purpose of comparison, as shown in the following table:

M. P. H. ~
:6.3 ;
76.0
.s5.6
95.3

105.0
1145
S24.o
133.6
143.3
153.0
162.5

L3
L 6
2.1.

:;
%g’
46 1.
53
6. I
6.4 (low)
7. s

.. —-

L 35
1.78
3.25
3.79
3.40
‘L04
474
5.50
6.32
7.23
8.15

—

-- _-

t.
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Figures 30 to 40 are the records from the accelerometer.

~lgure 41 gives the curves ~]otted from the data in the above table. AU points derived
from tie exper~mental data, %vit~ the exception of t]le point at 153 M. P. H., ]~ on % smooth
curve which Lies below the theoretical curve by approximately 3.5 per cent; The calculations
were based on a minimum speed of 57 M. P. H. IL is &ifEcLII~ to determine this accurately. If
the minimum speed -were 56 M. P. H., the calculated values -wouId exceed the experimental
vaIues by approximately 7 per cent, and if the minimum speed were 5S M. P. H., the calcu1atMl
and experimental values Wotid be approximately the same.
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FIG. 41,—Curves showing theoretical and actual wing loads on PW-7 (Fokker) pursuit airplane

After landing, inspection of the wings of the airplane showed that the veneer covering of the
upper wing, on the under surface, had spIit from the trailing edge to tha rear spar, and from
the trailing edge to a point back of the rear spar on top, as shown in Figure 42, ID this particular
type of construction there is no drag bracing betmeen the spars; the veneer covering replaces it.
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AOOELERATIONS 1?S FLIGHT 38’i

At the high angles of attack, at which all severe loads occur, there is a considerable antidrag
load on the wing. The drag stresses are assumed [o be taken by a box beam, the two spars
acting as the flanges and the veneer covering as the -webs. ActuaIly the entire wing acts as a
beam, and the trailing edge is not suftkiently strong to act as a part of the flange, particularly
in the cutout at the center section where the failure occurred. This failure is noti dangerous,
as the rear spar -would ha~e to break before it could go any farther. The failure demonstrates
clemly that the wing has deflected up arid forward under the load. .

CONCLUSIONS

It~appears from the abo~e tests that the worst stresses are imposed on an a.iqiane in the
sudden recovery from dives at high speeds, although the acceleration obtained in making a
barrel rolI at the same speed is only 5 or 10 per cent smaller. The actual load which can be
imposed depends chiefly upon:

(a) The ratio of the square of the speed of the di-re to the square’ of the minimum speed.
(6) The degree of longitudinal stability inherent in the airpkme.
(c) The damping due to pitch.
(d) The time required to move the elevator in changing the angle of attack from a small to

a large value. This is really a function of ho-w much force the pilot is required to exert in moving
the control stick.

In all airplanes other than the pursuit type the tit. three items are of such magnitude that it
is certain that extremely high loads can not be imposed. The control forces will be great enough
to prevent anything approaching insta~taneous change of angle of attack Mess the elevators
are exactly bak.need. Even in this case the other three conditions would probably operate to
prevent it.
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In the case of the pursuit airplane the speed range is great; and stabilizing and damping
forces are reduced to a minimum consistent with easy handling in combat. The ability of the
pilot to impose large dynamic loads therefore depends largely upon the ease with which he can
move the elevators when traveling at speeds in excess of the maximum horizontal speed. If the
elevators are perfectly balanced, there seems to be no reason why he can not impose loads very
close to the theoretical values, and in the above tests, made with an airplane having elevators
almost perfectly balanced, the actual loads obtained were but 3.5 per cent less than the theoreti-
cal. This airplane was designed to support a dynamic load of 8.5. Actually it would probab]y
support about 10, judging by a static test of an airplane exactly like this one except that the
wings were fabric covered. It would follow that if the airplane were suddenly pulled out-of a
dive at a speed in excess of 185 M. P. H. (and which would frequently occur in actual combat
with this airplane) the wings would fail. It-was this consideration which caused the engineering
division of the Air Service to- require a factor of 12 at high angles of attack for pursuit airplanm
and to recommend against the use of balanced controls on that type.

EFFECT OF LARGE ACCELERATIONS ON THE PILOT

From the results of these tests it is apparent that serious physical disorders do not result
from extremely high accelerations of very short duration, but that accelerations of the order
of 4.5 g., continued for any length of time, result-in a complete 10SSof faculties. This loss of
faculties is due to the fact that the blood is driv-en from the head, thus depriving the brain tissues
of the necessary oxygen. To the pilot it seemed that sight was the ordy faculty that was lost.
The flight surgeons at McCook Field are of the opinion that sight is the last faculty to bo Iost
under these conditions, even though the pilot-may be under the impression that ha retains alI
the others. This opinion is basecl on the observation of men undergoing rebreather test. The
acceleration which an individual can withstand for any length of time depends upon his blood
pressure, the person with the higher blood pressure being able to withstand the higher accelera-
tion. Upon the condition of the heart depends the ability of the individual to recover quickly
from the effect of prolonged acceleration. If the heart is in good condition, there is no danger
in undergoing such a strain unless the acceleration is continued for a period in excess of 10 or 12
minutes, after which death will resuIt. The same is true of the rebreather test; unconsciousness
will result from the deprivation of oxygen and death will result if this is continued for the same
length of time.


